
THE  HUMAN  PERSON:  ITS  INDIVIDUAL  AND  SOCIAL  NATURE  (*)

«Person» is a word which is readily understood in ordinary language, although
perhaps one may never be able to define it adequately. Its proper usage becomes problematic
when we try to establish the identity of a person, or when we try to allocate or ascertain the
social, legal and moral rights and duties of several persons in situations of conflict. It is easy
to confuse the notion of the «person» with that of the «individual», the «human being», the
«ego» or «self», etc.

The «individual» is a logical or mathematical notion that signifies a singular and
undivided being. Originally, individuals were conceived as «centers of integrity», as opposed
to the masses of supposedly corrupt societies. Socrates, for example, vindicates his
individuality in opposition to the sophistic society of his age (cf. Plato, The Apology of
Socrates). As an autonomous being, the individual transcends and resists whatever is
corrosive or oppressive in the society in which he lives. For Aristotle, as for the majority of
the Ancients, for whom evil (i.e. legal coercion as a form of violence) is an inescapable
element of organized states, democratic regimes which –purportedly– safeguard and
guarantee a limited sphere of individual action are the most tolerable of all political regimes
or forms of government. The individual zealously guards and defends this private sphere of
action on the basis of a hypothetical «state of nature», theoretically previous to his actual
social existence. Individual rights exist before one’s entrance in society, and society should
therefore be required to recognize them. John Locke, for example, insists that the individual’s
right to life, liberty and property is previous to the «social contract» (consider also John
Rawls’s «primary social goods»).

The individual simply expresses an internal unity and, at the same time, a separation
from the rest of (supposedly similar) individuals. There are many individuals –in the sense of
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individualized and subsistent beings– which nonetheless cannot be considered persons. On
the other hand, every human being is, by the same token, an individual. However, the same
cannot be said of the Divine Persons, owing to the fact that the concept of the individual is
intrinsically related to the notion of an individual substance, a condition that does not apply
to this particular case.

The term «human being» refers to a biological entity, an organism belonging to a
particular species, «homo sapiens». A particular human being differs from the other members of
his species by virtue of a material or physical criterion, specifically, that of a spatio-temporal
continuity among others. (The human being is also an object, inasmuch as he has –or is– a body,
although of course he is always something more than a corporeal reality.) A human being is
subject to change over time, and this evolution follows biological laws. We could therefore say
that the human being is the «natural» or «physical» basis for a human person; and granted such
a «natural basis», we may understand and explain the different «historical» transformations that
a human person undergoes. It is of utmost importance to include in the notion of a human being
that of an «ensouled body», manifestly belonging to a particular biological species.

The «I» (the English translation of the Latin «ego») and the «self», if we ignore
certain grammatical accidents, can be used almost interchangeably. Both are psychological
concepts that refer to consciousness and memory –that peculiar ability of some individuals
called «persons» to reflect ad infinitum on their actions, thoughts, intentions, etc. We now
understand why the «I» and the «self» should be considered as second-order concepts: they
presuppose the existence, firstly, of a subject that acts (in mathematical language, the
variable «x»), and secondly, of that same subject that experiences, reflects or objectifies its
actions (that is, the «f(x)»). The ability to say «I» –or whatever corresponds to the first
person singular personal pronoun in any given language– is indicative of having reached a
certain degree of consciousness, of having formed a consciousness of oneself. Human
fetuses and children before the age of reason are perfectly individuated human beings,
although they may not yet possess a socially accepted and consistent degree of self-
consciousness. They are still in some ways «unconscious», or at least, still unable to
elaborate a notion of themselves. (Rousseau and other thinkers heavily imbued with
romanticism generalize this condition of psychological immaturity to include all human
beings within the «state of nature».) For empiricist or Lockean psychology, the «I» or the
«self» simply corresponds to a continuous succession of private mental states –the closest
this approach gets to the notion of memory as a spiritual faculty– the contents of which are
ex hypothesi intransferable and could therefore only be described.

Both consciousness and self-consciousness are forms of possession of the acts of
the subject by the subject itself. What is proper to the «self» seems to be, then, the
possession of its properties, in a broad sense. The «self» includes a socio-economic and
political dimension as well, since it indicates the place or locus proper to one in a particular
society. This of course defines the «self’s» area of possibilities, corresponding to its
properties, and the extent of its rights over them. In short, a person’s social status is a
function of what society considers «proper» to him in recognizing his rights.

The identity crisis of the self occurs when its material goods and possessions, rather
than its individuated essence, are considered as its most important properties or qualities.
The identity crisis is therefore nothing other than the alienation or separation of these goods
and possessions from the self, once the self has come to depend on them or has been defined
in terms of these material goods and possessions. According to Marx, the capitalist system of
production necessarily provokes such an identity crisis by alienating the worker from the
fruits of his labor, through the mediation of machines.
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Let us now try and see how these concepts are interrelated. Inanimate things or
objects may be called «individuals», but neither «human beings» nor «selves». Fetuses and
children are individual human beings, although they still might not possess a socially-
accepted degree of consciousness. Angels and other separated spirits qualify as individuals
and as selves, but not as human beings, for they lack bodies. With these mental experiments
we hope it is now clear that these three concepts are not synonymous. Before proceeding
with the historical and systematic explanation of the concept of «person» –to which these
three seem to be directed– let us just make this point: What really exists is one single
reference or ontological entity; and what the terms we have been discussing represent are
merely different ways of conceiving or thinking about, different perspectives from which to
examine, different functions of, that one unchanging reality.

A historical study of «person» through drama, law, philosophy and theology

Initially, we have two sources for our notion of «person» (prosopon in Greek). The
first is Greek theater, with its characters or dramatis personae, and the second is Roman law,
with its concept of the «juridical person».

Originally, pro-sopon (Gk.)/per-sona (Lat.) means «mask»: it is that which the actor
puts on, that through which the sound of his voice passes when he plays a role in a theater piece.
A person’s role and his proper place in the narrative come as a result of his actions –insofar as
these symbolize or represent other acts not manifested externally, such as his desires, choices,
intentions, etc.– within a structural system in which he necessarily relates to others. This
«structural system» is what we call (civil) «society»: it is a «natural» society insofar as it is
necessary for all human beings. The «person» therefore corresponds to the role that the actor
interprets, to the function that he fulfills within society through his intentions and choices and,
ultimately, through his actions. The actor, without his mask, is nothing but an undifferentiated
individual; it is the mask that determines his «personhood» through his actions. Thus, in Greek
drama, the «person» may be taken to be a unit of intentional and responsible action in social life.

In the field of law, specifically in Roman law, the person is conceived as a unified
center of choice and action, the minimum unit of juridical (according to civil as well as
religious law) responsibility. After having chosen, that is, after having determined his will in
a definite direction with the lights afforded by the intellect, a person acts. Personal
responsibility is therefore correlative not only to action, but also to intention and choice; and
to the extent that a person is the one who acts, he is taken to be responsible –he is said to
respond or answer– for that selfsame action.

It is therefore in the notion of «action» that the dramatic and legal sources of the
idea of «person» merge. The person is the author of an action –which necessarily has its
social repercussions– and every personal action effects a change –some sort of quantitative
and qualitative loss or gain– of «goodness» in the world. The Ancients, of course, outside
these dramatic and legal contexts, were very well aware of the differences between personal
and impersonal beings. Within certain cultural limits, individual humans were recognized a
dignity and a responsibility proper to them –the power to become what they have freely
chosen to be– and this separated them from the other natural beings, animate as well as
inanimate. This was so, despite the lack of a specialized vocabulary.

It was Stoicism, with its peculiar notions of logos («reason») and physis («nature»)
–supposedly universal and cosmopolitan as far as man was concerned, although in truth
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merely Hellene and Mediterranean– that paved the way, philosophically speaking, for a more
consistent concept of the person. It insisted on the importance of the rational individual’s
«decision» (in the sense of a «confirmation», conscious «subjection» or «reaffirmation»,
rather than «free» and «undetermined» choice) in accordance with the «universal law» or
logos. In Stoic philosophy human nature is, in significant respects, confused with the
universal mind or reason. The «person» is, therefore, the role assigned by providence to
every human being; it encompasses, at the same time, the duty of each one and the subject of
that duty, charge, office or munus.

Cicero, a thinker included among the last generation of Academicians, though quite
eclectic in his views, underscores the juridical meaning of the term «person». A «person» is
whoever may be taken as the subject of rights and duties. Strictly speaking, only full-fledged
citizens are persons; women, children, slaves and foreigners who might be living and
working in a particular city or state are thereby excluded. (Remember that Hegel adopted the
letter, though not the spirit, of this formula. For the foremost German idealist, a person
is the subject of rights, which in turn are determined by his property, as the external sphere
of his freedom of disposition and use. By virtue of his being personal, man is capable of
establishing contracts with his fellows, some sort of relation of «co-propriety» or «joint-
ownership». The final constituent of «personhood» arises from the individual’s capacity to
be a passive subject of punishments; precisely in order to re-establish the personal condition
that he lost in infringing a contract or committing an injustice.) In the opinion of Gaius,
«person» simply comes to be an equivalent of «man», granted that all men have some
inviolable rights by virtue of their human nature.

Incidentally, the very notion of «human nature» (and correspondingly, of «natural
law») as we nowadays understand and use it, is quite a recent gain or conquest. Members of
the School of Athens made the nomoi agraphoi extensive to citizens of Greek city-states; for
the Stoics, the logos had bearing only on the Hellenistic cultures bordering the
Mediterranean Sea; with the concept of the ius gentium, the sixteenth-century Spanish
scholastics made it applicable to the peoples of America; Pufendorf and other seventeenth-
century Flemish jurists spoke of a rationalized «ius naturale»; whereas it was only in the
eighteenth century that the notions of «international law» and «human rights» entered into
general usage.

Needless to say, Christianity introduced some very important changes in the notion
of person. In the first place, by virtue of supernatural revelation the term has come to be used
to refer also to the Divine Persons and not only to human beings. In Trinitarian Dogmatic
Theology we talk of only one God, subsistent in Three Divine Persons (who should not be
confused with three different personages, roles or masks, with the undetermined individual
behind them as Sabelius would have it). Christology, on the other hand, considers a single
Divine Person subsistent with two natures, the human and the Divine. (A case apart is the
doctrine proposed by Nestorius, who reduced the unity of Christ’s person to that of one and
the same role played by two different actors or subjects). The Greek hypostasis
(hypokeimenon or proton ousia in the Aristotelian lexicon) in these cases should not be
translated into the Latin substantia (then there would be three Gods), but into subsistentia or
suppositum. The suppositum is an individual substance, something whole and entire; neither
is it a part of a bigger unit nor assumed by another existent. It is from this that Boethius
derives his definition of persona: «naturae rationalis substantia individua» (De persona et
duabus naturis, c.3). Thomas Aquinas begins by following this definition –«subsistens in
rationali natura» (S Th I,29,3)–. He then adds that «person» designates the most perfect
being, or that of highest dignity within nature (cosmos), due to its subsistence and due to its
being rational and free. The word «person» does not name a nature, but rather, signifies a
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«subsistent reality of such a nature». It differs from the proper name exclusively in that it
remits, in an undetermined manner, to the subsistent as such.

As far as the human person is concerned, therefore, Christianity has altered the legal
system in such a way that juridical responsibility (according to civil and religious laws) rests no
longer on the clan nor on the family, but on the individual human being. Each human being
possessing a will has been transformed into a person. It is exactly for this reason that each
human being is transformed into a subject capable of being judged, at least, by Divine
Judgement. (William of Ockham realized the compromising power of the will keenly –willful
acts call on the entire agent to be judged– to the point of exaggerating it.) The final judgement is
the culminating point of Christian drama. The Christian concept of person therefore underlines
the aspect of responsibility, understood particularly as the response or answer to the calling into
existence and to the realization of a life-project, mission or vocation proposed by God to man.

In modern philosophy, the psychological interest in the person predominates, until
the person is turned into a virtual equivalent of consciousness and memory (Locke, Wolff).
A variant of this position is found in Kant, where the ethical or axiological aspect prevails
(although it is referred more to the transcendental subject –the Ich denke überhaupt– rather
than to the empirical subject). Hence, for the philosopher from Königsberg the person is an
end in itself, worthy of respect, and something which should never be used as a simple
means to an ulterior end.

In contemporary philosophy, above all in the fields of sociology and psychoanalysis,
the emphasis is placed on the relational character of the person, as a being essentially open or
oriented towards others: the «I» is not possible outside of its relationship with the «you», for
example. Nevertheless, perhaps it overrates the relational aspect, to the extent of losing the note
of subsistence, both of which equally constitute its ontological nucleus.

Basic properties of personhood

As we have seen, the concept of «person» is one with metaphysical, psychological
and, of course, ethical undertones. In metaphysical terms, man is a person by virtue of his
being an individualized subsistent, characteristically determined by his spiritual soul. As far
as psychology is concerned, «person» is almost interchangeable with «personality», both
referring to the peculiar conduct or behavior of the individual, conditioned by his original
dispositions (inclinations, attitudes and aptitudes) as well as the upbringing that he has
received and assimilated. In short, it denotes the «type» or the conglomerate of factors which
intervene in the formation of character. For ethics, not only the «metaphysical person»
–human nature concretized in this individual– is under study, but also its free, rational and
willful perfection, the attainment of its end or, even more simply, its eudaimonia
(«happiness»). In a certain sense, ethics looks towards the outcome; what a human being has
come to be through his actions, given what he is.

We said earlier that «person» makes a ready reference to «nature». Conversely,
«human nature» can be taken as the basis for what a human person is. Now, then, we must say
that a human person is by nature, on equal counts, an individual and a social being. It is not that
he is in any relevant sense first an individual who later on relates to others (individualism); nor
is he a mere complex of relations to which, subsequently, an independent status is granted
(collectivism). On the contrary, the individual and the social aspects are two distinct dimensions
ever-present and inseparable from each other in the human person.
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Individual means undivided in itself and divided or separated from the rest. With
regard to the human person, it refers to his autonomy, his «ego-centricity» devoid of its
moral connotations, and to the incommunicability of his being to others. The human person’s
individuality is rooted in matter –not in prime matter but in this matter, here and now
determined by quantity–. The concrete expression of this kind of matter is the human
person’s body (although, of course, this individuality carries over as well to his spiritual co-
principle or soul). Among other things, a human person’s body likewise accounts for his
uniqueness, for that property according to which there is no other like him.

The social dimension of the human person is readily manifested in his spiritual soul, and
most especially in its superior faculties or powers such as intelligence and the will. Aristotle in
his treatise De Anima strongly affirms that the human soul is «quodammodo omnia»: in a certain
sense, all things. This means that, through his soul, man is able to open himself –potentially, that
is– to the whole of reality; man is able to transcend himself and communicate, in whatever form,
with others. This «expansiveness» of human persons, although generally attributed to the
spiritual soul, nevertheless also has its concrete expression in distinct features of the body.

The human person as an object of study for ethics

Through the study of the Greek and Latin etymologies of the words «ethics» and
«morals» we get acquainted with the different interdependent levels of ethical life, such as those
of human actions, passions, habits, characters, etc. At this point, one may notice the lack of a
single all-embracing concept, capable of bringing the various levels of inquiry together into a
unified whole, while at the same time maintaining the autonomy and distinction proper to each.
Such a void may be filled, precisely through the inclusion of the person as the propriissimum
object for ethics. (To the objection that the Stagirite, in his ethical-political works, makes no
explicit mention of the person, but rather of the different kinds of lives (bioi) as a matter of
study, we reply that lives in turn are lived by individual, concrete persons. Real persons are not
conceivable independently of the lives they lead. The difficulty is therefore only apparent.)
Granted its peculiar characteristics, the human person appears to be, then, the final adequate
object for ethical study, since it encompasses the different levels, from acts to lives, and traces
the unrepeatable path of freedom from being what one is to whatever one chooses to be, given
his nature, or to whatever one ought to be, considering the society to which he belongs.
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